4SO	THE ORIGINS OF THE WORLD WAR
By his double-faced and futile policy of pretending to
support the interests of two opposed states like Rumania
and Bulgaria, Berchtold had fallen between two stools. He
had lost the confidence and good-will of the one before he
had secured that of the other. This "desertion" on Ru-
mania's part was one of the most important facts in Aus-
trian foreign policy in the spring of 1914. The Serbian
question has received a great deal more attention from
writers, because it ultimately became the occasion of the
World War; but, next to it, nothing bothered the heads of
the men at the Ballplatz more seriously than this Ru-
manian question in the months before the War. This brief
survey of it will also help to clarify a number of other ob-
scure points, such as the conflicting policies at Vienna,
Berchtold's hesitations and mistakes, Austro-German fric-
tion, and the Konopischt interview of Emperor William
and Franz Ferdinand, about which so many mysterious in-
sinuations have been made*
Russia meanwhile was taking advantage of the situation
to win Rumania over to a seat beside the Triple Entente
and form a new Balkan group under Russian patronage to
replace that which had been broken up by Bulgaria in the
Second Balkan War. Though the Tsar ruled over Ru-
manian populations in Bessarabia, Russian ministers at
Bucharest sought to divert Rumanian irredentist ambitions
away from Bessarabia to Transylvania. Russia had
shrewdly used her influence on the side of Rumania to se-
cure for her the "compensations" in the Treaty of Bucha-
rest.221 Rumanians noted with gratitude that, in contrast
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